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CREATIVE FASHION CAMPAIGN SHOOTS

Styling with @styling.bd



About Your Stylist
From the moment I could talk I told my mum she wasn't allowed to dress me anymore, I was free to express
myself exactly as I wanted to, even when that meant questionable choices. I haven't let anyone tell me how

I should dress since. 

In the year 2000, I was 4 years old and was the flower girl in my aunts wedding.  I wore the most beautiful
dress that I have ever seen and instantly fell in love with the elegant detail. This dress was way too special

for only one occasion, so it was to be worn whenever I wanted to feel like a princess, which was quite
frequently. This dress still holds a place in my wardrobe and is always there to remind me of my eye for

detail. 

When I was 17 I was determined to work in a job that allowed me to dress sophisticated and wear high
heels every other day. The compliments started rolling in on my style and fueled my desire to always dress

well. 

 At 21 I knew putting outfits together was more to me than just something I just enjoyed doing for myself. I
studied people's outfit choices, enjoyed reading about fashion news and mapping in my head how to put

outfits together, why certain things did and didn't work. So, I switched professional careers to pursue a
buying career with a well-known online retailer and found myself styling some campaigns (among other

things).

Fast forward to May 2020 I needed a bigger creative outlet for fashion and started @styling.bd, a page
where I share styling tips to help women have more confidence in how they dress and understand their

choices. The feedback and quick growth has proven demand that women want a more tailored service, new
labels need guidance and people trust my eye for detail. You are in capable hands that have confidence in

being able to bring out the best of you, your product, campaign or advertisement.
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Fashion and creative marketing shoots are always an exciting time within a business. They simply
start with a vision and then that vision is brought to life by some selected creatives; photographers,

models, HMUA, marketing minds and stylists.

Many people don't realise the difference that a stylist has on a creative campaign 'anyone can put
some clothes together, right?' Well, yes. However, not everyone knows how to tell a story through an

outfit. Stylists can be the difference between whether your campaign is a success or not and often
heavily influences the overall direction of a campaign. It takes an eye for detail, an understanding of

your brand or campaign message and being able to tell that message through outfits and
environment. 

Because you're already looking at hiring a stylist, you are likely aware of the benefits of using one.  The
next page explain what I can do for you. Keep in mind, if you have any other requests for inclusions,

please let me know and i'm happy to work within your needs. 
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Together, we can fine tune your creative direction for the campaign - let's get clear about your
vision and then I will use my skills to communicate your message through the outfits

Assist in making final model selections based on the range release, collection or theme - not all
models are suitable. By understanding the colours, cuts and designs we can decide on the perfect
talent. Alternatively, if you have your talent already, I will style the perfect look around the chosen

model/s. 

Hair and make-up is equally apart of the outfit as the garments, footwear and accessories. For this
reason, my service includes creating a suggested HMU direction board that the HMUA can easily

reference on the day. I can also help you find a HMUA, if needed.

Usually the marketing team will have prepared the mood board, which is essentially for the
photographer to get a feel for the aesthetic of the campaign. If you don't have a marketing team, I

can help you prepare this board

A full look document will be provided to all the required parties. This is simply showing what each
piece is to be styled with and especially helpful if you intend on using this service virtually

This service can be offered virtually, if clear product visuals (images) can be provided. However, for
best results, it is preferable to see the product in person 
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HOW I CAN HELP YOU WITH YOUR CREATIVE CAMPAIGN:
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Where are you based?
Gold Coast, Australia

Where will you travel for work?
Wherever needed, including plane travel. 

Within 1 hour of the Gold Coast has no travel charge. Brisbane CBD, South of Tweed & Surrounds attract
a $40 travel fee. 

Interstate travel available, if time allows. Travel expenses are passed on to client and to be approved
prior to booking for price transparency - Expenses include flights, accommodation, and $50 car

hire/uber/petrol coverage, if required

Do you steam the garments for commercial/e-commerce work?
Yes. This is included in the time and price and only available for in-person work. If the work is interstate,

the client must have a steamer available.

What is your experience? 
I have been working in e-Commerce Fashion for a few years styling outfits between campaigns,

implementing sample processes for pre-shoots, assisting in e-commerce styling and various other
projects. For as long as I can remember, people have asked for my style guidance and opinion. Above

all, I am confident in my skills to leave you with a more than satisfied result.

You can find out more about my expertise on my Instagram page @styling.bd.

After more information? Contact me with any questions you have and I will get back to as soon as
possible

FAQ's

https://www.instagram.com/styling.bd/
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Instagram: 
@styling.bd

Email: 
styling.bybd@gmail.com

Mobile: 
0403 187 046 

Website: 
Under construction

*Email is preferable 

Wanting to chat via Skype or call? Contact me an we can book in a time 

Ready to chat?

@STYLING.BD STYLING.BDANGERFIELD

Be sure to fill in the 'Pre-Service Questionnaire' and I will get back to you. This questionnaire
provides essential information about your project.

If you're unable to access the above link, you can also find it on my website 'services' page

https://www.instagram.com/styling.bd/
https://www.instagram.com/styling.bd/
https://www.instagram.com/styling.bd/
https://stylingbybd.typeform.com/to/ODtxQYKf


COMMERCIAL

This service is offered to
business industry who is
creating a commercial or

advertisement.

Your actors/actresses will
be dressed tailored to the

type of ad and not have the
outfit distract the audience
from the real message you

are communicating

 ECOMMERCE

Unlike creative fashion
campaigns, e-commerce
is all about the product

and making sure it is the
only focus of the image.

The model is there to
compliment the
product, not to

necessarily be the face
of it

SPECIAL
EVENT

This is likely an event
where you want to be
seen in what isn't your
everyday wear and you
want to personally hear

'WOW!' 

I get to know about you,
the event, your outfit

goals and then bring it
altogether

PERSONAL 
SHOPPING

This is all about getting
to know your

personality, and
assessing your concerns

and wardrobe. It does
not necessarily require

you to go buy a new
wardrobe. 

I offer three services in
this category: virtual
shopping, wardrobe

clearouts, and styling a
particular garment you
don't know what to do

with

My Services

@STYLING.BD

FASHION
CAMPAIGNS

Bringing your creative
ideas to life to sell a
lifestyle and brand

message. Your product
is shown in a setting

that communicates a
feeling and leaves the
customer longing for

that look



An aesthetic page where women come to find useful fashion
styling tips and help build up their confidence in how they dress
and buy for their wardrobe. 

Started on 25th May, 2020

1,114 genuine, organic followers by 25th July (8 weeks) with very
minimal unfollows - meaning that my audience is not only quickly
growing, but they enjoy the useful content and stay engaged 

My followers are predominantly women (76%) and based in
Australia. However, the UK and and US are second and third in
location. 

For the people interested in engagement rate, from my top 7 posts
provided an average of 412 engagements and and overall rate of
34.6% (generally it is considered that a very healthy engagement
rate is just 5%) 

@styling.bd IG Page

@STYLING.BD
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Preparation includes pre-styling the outfits, creating the HMU direction board for the HMUA and any
other admin associated. You will only be charged for the hours worked, not 3hrs if it has not taken that
long. Estimated time will be discussed prior to confirming booking.
Steaming can usually be completed on the day while the model is being prepped in hair and make-up
It is advised to have me stay for the entirety of the shoot so that I can pick-up on any visual
adjustments needed to the outfit.

This can be things such as a tag hanging out, needing to clip back the garments for a better fit,
posing the garment around the model etc. With this in mind, bookings can take at least 8-10hrs

Drive time does not count towards work hours. Please see FAQ's for when travel costs occur

Fashion & Creative Campaign Shoots Styling
$65 p/h, min. 6 hrs ($390) or negotiable fixed price, depending on the size of the project. Please note that
preparation time may take up to 3hrs - read notes below

Notes - Important:

Commercial (Advertisement) Styling
- Min. 8 hrs for $520 and $50 p/h thereafter or negotiable fixed price, depending on the size of the project. 

E-Commerce Gallery Styling
$325 Half day rate, $520 Full day rate (8hrs equivalent) On-going work rate negotiable
Negotiable discount rate for our first collaboration

All prices include GST

Pricing Overview
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@STYLING.BD STYLING.BDANGERFIELD

https://www.instagram.com/styling.bd/
https://www.instagram.com/styling.bd/

